The Historical Inter-relationship of post-WWII

Administrative Authority over Taiwan
Formosa and the Pescadores: “Taiwan cession”
status of independent customs area

United States Military
Government (USMG) is the
“principal occupying power”
as per SFPT Article 23
delegation of authority for the occupation

The country receiving the sovereignty is not
specified in SFPT Article 2b

According to the precedent in the US
Supreme Court’s Insular Cases,
1. the Taiwan cession becomes
“unincorporated territory under USMG”
by default, and
2. its sovereignty is held in trust by USMG

Rep. of China government and
military forces, during

Occupation
1. ROC is junior
partner
2. The end of
USMG in
Taiwan has not
yet been
announced

1. period of “belligerent occupation”
2. civil affairs administration of
military government (after peace
treaty)

Shanghai Communiqué:
One China Policy
* a stipulation: based on future agreement between
“Chinese on both sides of the Strait”,
Taiwan will become part of the PRC
* a plan: the USA and the PRC will establish formal
diplomatic relations
Note: The Shanghai Communiqué of February 28, 1972, may
be viewed as a civil affairs agreement with the PRC

Result: 1. USA breaks relations with ROC on effective late 1978.
2. USA establishes relations with PRC effective early 1979.
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A full clarification of the Taiwan status
Taiwan is undetermined, unorganized, unincorporated territory of
the United States Military Government, and currently in “interim
status”.
This conclusion is compatible with all major areas of law, and in particular:

International Treaty Law

International Law,

US Constitutional law

in general

SFPT
（48 signatories）
Treaty of Taipei
（ROC – Japan Peace
Treaty）

1898 Treaty of
Paris

law of war

law of occupation

US Supreme Court
decisions

Taiwan Relations
Act

United Nations
Covenants

（US – Spain Peace
Treaty）

Geneva
Conventions

can be viewed as
“customary treaty
law” precedent

Hague Conventions

Hence, this clarification of Taiwan’s true status in the world community should not be
viewed as a change in US policy regarding the Taiwan question. More properly, it
amounts to a “new recognition of all pre-existing US government policy.”
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The current “interim status" of Taiwan is a secure international position,
while at the same time being politically neutral. All options for future
determination of the “final status” remain open, and all political groups can
continue to promote their own agenda.

Unification
with PRC

Attaining
independence

Upgrading of
USA territorial
status
(Organized Territory,
Commonwealth,

etc.)

Etc.
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